An experimental quantity sensitive to the time development of the distance between two atoms in a liquid alloy, is the quadrupolar nuclear spin relaxation rate R O. The existing material for s-p-alloys shows a systematic occurr6nce of strong enhancements of R^ if there is an attractive interaction among the partner elem~nts in alloys. Using a model of associates for the alloy, it is possible to connect RQ rather directly with the lifetime of the associate. For In-Hg at 260 K as an example, 10-'' sec is obtained.
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In liquid A-B alloys for which thermodynamic properties indicate strong attractive interactions between unlike atoms, many properties show anomalies, and these are connected with hetero-coordination. However, neutron and X-ray scattering are so far essentially the only methods yielding direct evidence for I A-B association. A possible new access to short range order is furnished by measuring RQ, the nuclear spin relaxation rate which is caused by fluctuating electric field gradients at a nucleus (where they interact with the probe atom nuclear quadrupole moment Q).
Considering first the measurement of RQ, it can be performed by NMR (for data see 2) or by using an angular correlation technique on nuclear isomers which are produced in the sample by a nuclear reaction (see e.g.3). This technique has been applied in liquid AcBI_ c alloys of s-p-metals, with systematic variation of partner elements A,B, of concentration c and/or temperature T, and of the nuclear probe used. Metallic liquid binary alloys studied so far were: Hg-K4; In-Sb5'3'6; In-Ag, -As, -Au, -Bi, -Cd, -Cu, -Ga, -Ge, -Hg, -TI, -Zn3; In-pb7'8'9; In-Sn10'8; Pb-Ag, -As, -Au, Bi, -Li, -Sb, -Sn, -TI7; Sb-Sn10;
TI-Au, -Bi, -Pb 11. Considerable enhancements of RQ over the pure liquid metal value have been observed for a number of liquid alloys, and related in I to the compound forming tendency of the alloy. This correlation has been confirmed in the alloys listed above. In the free state we assume short correlation times close to those for regular alloys or pure metals 13. Relatively long association will happen if B is in an associate AB, the probability for that being proportional to the concentration of AB, n(c,T). Thus 2>MM 2>AA RQ(C,T) ~ <Vzz
• (l-n) + <Vzz • n .
As to the magnitude of Vzz on B, we expect it to change between free A-B pairs and AB associates more or less in proportion with the change in bonding energy (through ionic or covalent admixtures to the metallic bonding). Since the same energy will enter A exponentially, see eq.(3) below, we will neglect its effect on Vzz at present and for the system discussed below. Finally, with n(O,T) : n(1.T) = 0 and TA>>~ M one obtains RQ A
R-~ ~ n(c'T)M~A(c'T)T (2)
Now since the spatial range of the quadrupole interaction is comparable to, most probably shorter than the nearest neighbour interaction (responsible for the bonding), T A becomes an estimate of the lifetime of associations -a quantity of direct interest for any atomistic model of liquid alloys. Inset shows concentration of associates, n(O.5, T).
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